Minion Flying High Card
All supplies used are Stampin’ Up! unless otherwise noted.

Supplies:
Cardstock:
Pacific Point cardstock #116202
Whisper White cardstock #106549

Inks Pads:
Black StāzOn #101406
Pacific Point #126951
Crushed Curry #131173

Stamps:
Balloon Celebration #140675

Accessories:
Balloon Bouquet Punch #140609
Owl Punch #118074
Circle Punch #119868
Fringe Scissors #133325
1/16” (1.6mm) Handheld Circle Punch #134363
Stampin Spongers # 101610
Baker’s twine
Washi Tape (yellow)
3D Dimensionals #104430

Colleen Johnson Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator

Dimensions:
Pacific Point cardstock 21cm x 14.5cm fold card in half measuring 10.5cm x 14.5cm.
Whisper White cardstock 14.5cm x 10.5cm

Instructions:
This card is made in a vertical layout with fold at side
1. Randomly stamp the spotty circle stamp randomly over the front of the White White card using Crushed Curry
ink. and Pacific Point ink. Adhere to Pacific Point folded card.
Note: Pacific Point is a strong colour, to make it lighter stamp off onto a piece of scrap paper before stamping
onto project.
2. Apply Washi Tape down each long edge of the stamp Whisper White card front
3. Stamp the bunch of balloon strings with Basic Black ink onto the card front, see card for positioning
4. To stamp the balloons, stamp the Balloon Texture stamp (large) onto the piece of whisper white with Pacific Point
ink. Leave enough space to punch out the large balloon shape using the Balloon Bouquet punch, positioning the
texture at the base of the balloon.
5. Repeat the above using the Crushed Curry Ink.
6. Repeat the above using the Balloon Texture stamp (small).
7. Position the balloons as desired, adhere the two large balloons with Double sided tape. The attach the two smaller
balloons using 3D Dimensionals.
8. Stamp “Happy Birthday” with Basic Black ink onto scrap of Whisper White Cardstock. Trim into a rectangular

shape close to the words. Cut the two top corners off to create a tag shape. Punch a small hole into the top of tag
with16mm Handheld Circle Punch. Tie the Baker’s Twine through the small hole and tie into a bow, attach to
card front using 3D Dimensionals (see card) . Attach the Minion as shown on card.

